The student center will show any advising holds. You can click the details button to learn more about the hold and who to contact regarding the hold.

You can click on the Name of the Hold for additional information:

**2nd Sem Freshman Advising Hold**

**Reason and Contact**

**Description:** California State Univ - Fresno  
**Start Term:** Begin Term - Srvc Indicatr Use  
**Start Date:** 02/15/2020  
**Reason:** 2nd Semester Freshman Advising  
**Amount:**  
**Department:** Sid Craig School of Business  
**Contact:**  

**Instructions**

The university requires all second semester freshmen to receive advising before registering for their third semester of classes.

**NOTE:** This registration block will prevent you from registering for classes.
Check your Fresno State email and/or your portal 'MY Message Center' for further information and instructions.